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FADE IN:

COLD OPEN

INT. SUBWAY STATION - DAY

Bystanders on a subway platform stand shoulder to shoulder.

A LITTLE GIRL with pigtails who looks to be homeless sings

as a man plays his guitar.

ILANA and ABBI squeeze pass the little girl in order to

avoid bumping a group of pregnant women. Abbi accidentally

knocks the little girl’s change jar over. The little girl

stands blank-faced with her arms folded and lips pursed.

ABBI

Uh, sorry, sorry...so sorry!

Abbi and Ilana attempt to help collect the change.

LITTLE GIRL

Drop the change and move it,

broads!

Abbi and Ilana stand there, bewildered.

ILANA

Jeez! We were just trying to help

you, little girl.

ABBI

Yeah...

LITTLE GIRL

It’s your hair that needs the help,

honey.

The little girl stares at Ilana. Ilana touches her hair as

she and Abbi walks away.

ILANA

I just got this done yesterday. I

thought it was...cute, you know?

ABBI

I don’t think your hair needs any

help.

The two force their way to the edge of the platform as the

train approaches. They grunt and shove.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

ABBI AND ILANA

Excuse me. Sir, can you just move

your...oxygen tank...just a little

to the left. Thank you so much.

The train arrives.

ABBI

Oh, that’s us! Come on, Ilana!

Ilana joins Abbi at the edge of the platform.

An elderly woman standing next to Abbi near the edge gets

bumped and starts to fall. Abbi catches her.

The onlookers begin to applaud.

ILANA

My hero!

ABBI

It was nothing, ladies and

gentlemen.

Abbi motions for the crowd to simmer down.

ABBI(CONT’D)

It’s not easy helping others in a

time of danger, but I do my best.

Everyone cheers for Abbi. Ilana kisses her on the cheek.

Abbi waves.

ABBI(CONT’D)

Thank you! Thank...

A train approaches behind her drowns the cheering out.

IRIS OUT:

INT.SUBWAY STATION - DAY

Abbi daydreams as a train pulls up. She stands next to

Ilana. An ANGRY WOMAN stands nearby.

The train comes to a SCREECHING stop. The doors open.

ANGRY WOMAN

Lady, would you get on the damn

train!

Abbi snaps back into reality. They are pushed onto the train

by the crowd behind them. The people on the train all give

Ilana and Abbi cold looks.

(CONTINUED)
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Abbi looks at the angry woman.

ABBI

(remorseful)

I’m really sorry.

The lady gives her the middle finger.

ABBI(CONT’D)

I deserve that.

END OF COLD OPEN

SMASH TO TITLES

ACT ONE

EXT. SIDEWALK OF ILANA’S BLOCK - DAY

Ilana and Abbi leave Ilana’s apartment building and head

down the sidewalk.

ILANA

So then Lincoln took me to this

fancy dentistry event where all the

dentists talk about whether or

not they’ve met their cavity

filling quota.

Abbi looks confused.

ABBI

Cavity quota?

ILANA

Yeah! You know...businesses try to

meet a certain quota or whatever.

Like schools, clothing stores, etc,

etc. You know?

A beat.

ABBI

Yeah, I just don’t think they have

a quota for that though.

ILANA

Sure they do! I can also think of

some other jobs that might have

cavity filling quotas.

A beat.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA(CONT’D)

Like in a sex way.

ABBI

I got it, I just didn’t... respond.

Ilana strolls with confidence down the sidewalk.

ABBI(CONT’D)

By the way dude, you’re dressing

pretty "Real Housewives of New

Jersey" today.

Ilana smiles and twirls.

ILANA

You like, dude?! You like?

Ilana sashays around.

ABBI

Yeah, yeah! I like!

ILANA

My mom knows one of the housewives’

sister’s daughter’s father from

high school and he told her about

this family yard sale they were

having in celebration of his coming

out.

ABBI

(overwhelmed)

That’s so cool.

ILANA

(blushing mockingly)

Thanks, queen!

A beat.

We see a group of young, rugged looking STOOP GUYS sitting

on the steps of a brownstone. Ilana and Abbi start to walk

past. Ilana smiles.

STOOP GUY 1

Damn, girl, you’re looking good!

STOOP GUY 2

Yo ma, you are wearing that outfit!

The other stoop guys chime in. Ilana blushes and turns to

Abbi.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA

Those are my catcallers. I try to

keep them happy.

ABBI

What, Ilana?

ILANA

Hey guys!

The stoop guys are looking past Ilana at a young, attractive

WOMAN moving items out of a car parked in front a nearby

building.

STOOP GUY 1

Damn! This block just got way

hotter!

The stoop guys continue to drool over the woman. She glances

over and rolls her eyes.

Ilana stands in shock.

STOOP GUY 1

Oh hey, Ilana, whats up?! You like

nice today.

Ilana examines her outfit with a concerned look. She looks

at everyone in turn.

She falls into a panic. She spins around in circles, grabs

her curly locks with both hands and drops to her knees on

the sidewalk.

ILANA

(screaming)

Whyyyyyy?!

Abbi stands, embarrassed, trying to console Ilana.

ABBI

Okay Ilana, come on.

Just...get...up.

Ilana lies flat on the ground as Abbi tries to lift her up.

CUT TO:



6.

INT. ABBI’S APARTMENT COMPLEX - HALLWAY - DAY

Ilana scarfs down a bagel as the two walk towards Abbi’s

apartment door.

ABBI

I just don’t get why you’re so

upset. You asked them if their

dicks were working properly. And

then you kicked that trash can.

ILANA

Oh, the trash can was just for fun.

But, really, what the hell is

happening? They catcall that bimbo

over me. I look like a classy piece

of ass walking down that sidewalk.

ABBI

What woman wants to be catcalled

anyway? Most women get offended.

ILANA

Okay, stop. Stop walking.

ABBI

I wanna go to the apartment.

Ilana grabs Abbi’s shoulders and stops her.

ILANA

No, you have to listen!

ABBI

(annoyed)

Ilana.

ILANA

Hear me when I say that catcalling

is more than an American privilege.

It’s a right! A patriotic duty! If

I choose to turn it into something

empowering rather than degrading--

ABBI

Ow, Ilana you’re hurting me!

Abbi tries to break out of Ilana’s grip.

ILANA

Sorry, I just, I needed to tell you

that. As your friend, it’s my duty

to tell you the truth.

(CONTINUED)
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Abbi turns away to unlock her apartment door. She stops for

a moment.

ABBI

Oh my god. Do you smell that?

Abbi starts sniffing around like a dog.

ILANA

Oh, sorry, dude. I had one too many

tacos this morning.

ABBI

No, not that. I can smell Jeremy’s

cologne. He must be...

Abbi grabs Ilana and starts to pull her inside the

apartment.

As the door opens, the two catch a glimpse of Abbi’s

neighbor JEREMY approaching his apartment door with

attractive, mid-20s SARAH. He puts a hand on Sarah’s

shoulder as Abbi closes the door.

CUT TO:

INT. ABBI’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

ILANA

You almost slammed my nose in the

door!

ABBI

Who was that girl?

ILANA

How am I supposed to be catcalled

without a nose? I’d be like some

sort of noseless freak! Nice

no-nose, baby! That’s what they

would say!

ABBI

Did you see how he was touching

that girl?

ILANA

Yeah.

A BEAT.

(CONTINUED)
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ABBI

Do you think that was a co-worker

or a...

BEVERS, Abbi’s grotesque semi-roommate pipes up. He is

sprawled shirtless over the couch, with a game controller in

his hands. A glass of juice rests on his chest as he sips it

with a straw.

BEVERS

Jesus, my ears! Could you guys keep

it down?

The two spin around.

ABBI

(annoyed)

Bevers, I thought you were going

out of town!

BEVERS

Well, Abidabs, I was, but I figured

you’d get lonely so I decided to

stay.

Abbi shakes her head. Bevers sits up and the juice spills

all over his chest and couch. He flings juice off his

fingers.

BEVERS(CONT’D)

Great, just what I need! That was

cran-apple! Well, easy come, easy

go.

He wipes his mouth with a cushion.

ABBI

I can’t believe Jeremy’s cheating

on me. With that...that pretty

girl!

ILANA

Disrespectful!

ABBI

I feel like I’m going to have a

panic attack.

ILANA

No, don’t puke!

(CONTINUED)
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BEVERS

Use the cushion!

ABBI

I’m not going to puke, Ilana.

She starts to dry heave. Ilana throws her hands up in the

air and storms off to the kitchen.

ILANA

Is this how you deal with every

problem?

BEVERS

Don’t worry, Abbi! I usually throw

up too when I’m feeling insecure.

ABBI

(uncertain)

What? I’m not feeling insecure! I

am very...secure.

Abbi continues to dry heave as Ilana brings a small ziplock

bag with pot inside. She pushes it close to Abbi who tries

to avoid it.

ILANA

Look! Look at this!

The bag opens up and the pot falls inside Abbi’s mouth. She

sputters and chokes.

ILANA

That’s my last batch, be careful,

Abbi!

ABBI

What the hell? Why did you do that?

Abbi runs to the sink and knocks over a small table. She

spits. She holds one nostril closed and shoots out pot from

the other one.

ILANA

That was kind of cool, actually.

You shot that right out of your

nose.

ABBI

It kind of hurt. But that was kind

of sick.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA

We should see what else you can do

that with.

She digs in her purse and pulls out chapstick.

ILANA

Here, eat this chapstick!

ABBI

No, we need to focus! I need a

plan.

ILANA

We need plans.

The two sit on the couch. Ilana talks while scooping pot

remnants off the floor and examining them.

ILANA (CONT’D)

OK, plan away. Wait, what’s your

issue? Oh, you need to get me more

weed. And I need to get catcalled

ABBI

No, mine is the Jeremy thing!

BEVERS

My friend Jeff used to teach me how

to catcall. "Hey good looking!

Let’s fuck!" he used to say. He got

beat up real bad by his uncle and

now he’s in one of those sick

scooter chairs because his head has

a dent in it. Living the life.

Living the life, I say. That girl

is really sick by the way.

ABBI

Will you shut up, Bevers? Wait,

what?

Bevers puts down his controller, stands up and stretches. As

he talks he heads towards the bathroom.

BEVERS

Yeah, I heard chewing coming from

Jeremy’s apartment and I got really

excited and hungry so I put my ear

to the door, and she said something

about how her surgery is coming up.

(CONTINUED)
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ABBI

Interesting. Little miss amazing is

actually not so amazing. You could

say that she is...

She pauses and looks around.

ILANA

Needing surgery?

ABBI

I almost had it. That’s what I was

looking for.

ILANA

You’re usually pretty good with

words.

Abbi smiles.

ABBI

Huh.

ILANA

So catcall me. Use your words. Give

me what you got. I’m yours to ogle.

She stands up and walks back and forth in an exaggerated

fashion past Ilana.

ABBI

I don’t want to do that, I’m not in

the mood.

ILANA

Ogle me! I demand ogling! Look at

me! Look at my breasts. Don’t you

want to ogle them?

ABBI

I’ve seen them already. You showed

me them in the hallway like ten

minutes ago.

ILANA

Yeah, but that was under florescent

lighting. I’ll look less slimy now.

ABBI

I’m not going to catcall you! Get

Lincoln to do it.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA

That’s not a bad idea. Oh, and

Jaime too!

Ilana thinks. Bevers bursts into the room, pale and shocked.

BEVERS

Guys, now I need a plan too! I just

got a call from my mom. My

brothers; they’re all dead. They

were in a car crash.

Silence from all. Bevers sits back down on the couch,

crushing the cranberry juice carton. He picks up his video

game controller and mashes the buttons.

BEVERS(CONT’D)

Or they were going to the Barbados?

Is that a thing? I couldn’t quite

understand the call, I was having a

tummy explosion at the time. Either

way, I’m pissed. They are islands,

right? Or isles? The Barbados. Or

are those the same thing? Different

words, but the same word. They’re

different but mean the same thing?

Very frustrating. It’s frustrating

to think about. Anyway, I need a

plan now too. Continue talking.

He motions towards the two, who sit in silence.

BEVERS(CONT’D)

(shouting)

OK, you guys can continue!

END OF ACT ONE

CUT TO:

ACT TWO

INT. ILANA’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Ilana and her friends JAIME and LINCOLN hang out in the

living room. Ilana paces back and forth in the cramped

space.

ILANA

Okay, so before we get started with

your training, I need to know what

experience you have in catcalling?

Lincoln and Jaime look at each other and then back at Ilana.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA (CONT’D)

You guys have catcalled before,

right?

They both shake their head no simultaneously. Ilana takes a

deep breath.

ILANA (CONT’D)

Okay, I’m working with amateurs.

That’s okay. I can whip you guys

into pro catcallers in no time.

LINCOLN

Ilana, I don’t know how I feel

about this. I mean, I’m a dentist.

How would that look for my image?

JAIME

I personally know a little about a

lot, but nothing about catcalling.

But if I’m going to lose my

catcalling virginity card, I’d

prefer to lose it to you, honey.

Jaime looks at Ilana. Ilana looks back at Jaime, flattered.

She grabs her heart in awe. They hold hands and share a

poignant moment.

ILANA

(choked up)

Thank you for that, Jaime.

Lincoln looks at the both of them, confused.

LINCOLN

Ilana, BuzzFeed did an article

about what men are really trying to

say when they catcall. You should

read it.

ILANA

Oh, no need. I already know what

they’re saying. They’re saying "I’m

a lonely, horny human being who

doesn’t understand women so I shout

obscene, objectifying phrases at

them."

LINCOLN

Yeah. That’s exactly what they’re

saying.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA

Yeah, that’s how I used to pick up

women.

Lincoln and Jaime look at her, confused.

CUT TO:

MONTAGE - VARIOUS LOCATIONS - DAY

A) INT. ILANA’S JOB - DAY

Ilana is at her desk, actually working for a change.

Lincoln and Jaime perch behind her.

LINCOLN

(awkwardly)

Damn, girl! Your curly hair frames

your beautiful face so well!

JAIME

(joyfully)

Yeah, and that shirt you’re wearing

shows the perfect amount of

cleavage. As a guy, I love

cleavage.

Ilana looks at them both, unimpressed.

B)INT. POST OFFICE - DAY

Lincoln, Jaime and Ilana stand in a line at a post office.

LINCOLN

Damn! If the tops of your boobs

look that good from this vantage

point, I bet the bottom halves are

even better. Or I guess they’re

kind of the same, really.

JAIME

I’d like to see that lady’s bra and

then I’d also like to see what’s

inside the bra. Her bra.

LINCOLN

You do kind of see her bra already.

But what you’re saying is that

eventually you might want to see

her naked.

(CONTINUED)
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JAIME

Yeah, I guess you’re right!

LINCOLN

I follow you. Cool.

Ilana shakes her head in disgust.

C)INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY

Jaime, Ilana and Lincoln peruse the soup selections.

JAIME

Is it just me, or is it extremely

horny in here?

LINCOLN

What?

ILANA

Keep it coming, guys!

Lincoln holds up a can of soup and scans the back.

LINCOLN

You know, I never really used to

like minestrone but I’ve been

meaning to give it another try.

It’s got those little meatballs,

right?

JAIME

There’s another can here I want to

open.

He points at Ilana’s butt.

JAIME(CONT’D)

The can’s her butt. Ilana’s butt. I

want to open it. Does that work? Do

people say that?

ILANA

Getting better!

A woman with a child overhears them and gives them a look as

she walks away, child in hand.

CUT TO:



16.

INT. ABBI’S APARTMENT COMPLEX - HALLWAY - DAY

Abbi walks down the hallway. She hums to herself and looks

at her phone. Jeremy comes from down the hall. She jumps.

ABBI

Oh my god!

JEREMY

You OK there, Abbi?

He begins to put his key in his door and smiles.

ABBI

Sorry, yeah, I said that because...

I’m sick.

Jeremy pauses. Abbi coughs and moans.

JEREMY

Sorry to hear that, what do you

have?

ABBI

I have... SIDS.

JEREMY

You have Sudden Infant Death

Syndrome?

ABBI

Yeah. I mean, no, I misheard you.

That was funny, though, haha. What

kind of idiot can’t sleep right? I

mean, grow the fuck up.

She laughs. Jeremy looks at her.

JEREMY

That’s an interesting take.

ABBI

I actually have Sudden Ingrown...

Dermatological... Syndrome. My hair

doesn’t grow longer because it’s

like, growing in reverse, inside my

head? Like, my brain is covered in

hair.

She holds her head and moans.

(CONTINUED)
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JEREMY

Sounds rough.

ABBI

And the symptoms are that I look

real nervous and kind of sweaty.

But it also means some parts of me

stay hairless.

She runs her finger down a crack in the wall and looks at

Jeremy.

ABBI(CONT’D)

Like my vagina. Cause the hair is

growing inside...it.

She winces. A pause.

JEREMY

Huh. Anyway, I think my grandma had

that.

ABBI

A vagina?

JEREMY

No, well, yeah. But that disease,

the hair thing. You should get some

rest. I’m on my way to get

groceries, need anything?

ABBI

Wow, that would be great! I’m so

sick with it. I need some milk.

JEREMY

It’s good for hair, I’ve heard.

Abbi bursts out laughing. Jeremy moves to enter his

apartment.

ABBI

Yeah. Totally. I know that. I heard

a funny joke--

JEREMY

Sorry Abbi, gotta go. Bye.

ABBI

Oh, sounds good!

He closes the door and she sighs.

CUT TO:



18.

INT. ABBI’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Abbi slouches on a couch. Her phone rings and she sees a

FaceTime message from Ilana. She picks up her phone.

Lincoln, Jaime and Ilana stare from the screen.

ILANA

Check this shit out.

Lincoln grabs the phone.

LINCOLN

Hey, Abbi. We’ve been yelling at

people all day, I’m feeling kind of

ashamed actually.

JAIME

I’m learning so many things. I told

Ilana she made me sexually horny

and that she should give me a

blowjob, and then a lady told me to

shut the fuck up, and then the

barista said we had to leave.

Abbi talks to her phone.

ABBI

That was sweet of you, Jaime. Seems

like it’s going really well.

LINCOLN

You wouldn’t believe the awful

thing I said in the bread aisle.

JAIME

I also said it. The bad thing.

ABBI

Nice work, guys!

LINCOLN

I feel like because of all this my

sexual interest is at, like, an all

time low? Like, I look at Ilana and

there’s just nothing. Zero. And--

He notices something unseen.

LINCOLN

Damn, these stamps we got are weird

as hell. Look at this shit.

Lincoln holds up some stamps to show Abbi.

(CONTINUED)
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A knock on Abbi’s door.

ILANA

Abbi I’m whipping these future cat

callers into shape! Yes!

There’s a knock at Abbi’s door.

ABBI

I think that’s Jeremy! Sorry, gotta

go! I’m sick!

ILANA

Huh?

Abbi quickly hangs up. She puts on some lip gloss ad messes

up her hair a little.

ABBI

Cute, but sick. Cute, but sick.

She opens the door. Jeremy greets her at the door holding up

the bags of groceries.

She smiles.

JEREMY

Well, can I come in?

ABBI

(flirtatiously)

I don’t know. Do you uh...

She traces his shirt awkwardly.

ABBI(CONT’D)

Do you want to come in?

JEREMY

Yeah, I do, actually, these bags

are heavy.

ABBI

Oh.

CUT TO:



20.

INT. ABBI’S KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER

Jeremy and Abbi stand in Abbi’s kitchen as Jeremy unpacks a

grocery bag.

ABBI

You didn’t have to get all this!

JEREMY

This is all for me. Here’s that

milk, though.

ABBI

Oh, thanks. Yeah, I just scheduled

a doctor’s appointment for

Thursday. I’ve been getting these

migraines and and I’m always, like,

craving milk--

She starts to drink the milk from the carton and gives a

thumbs up.

JEREMY

I know that’s not a real thing.

Abbi chokes on the milk and spills it on her shirt. She then

begins to pour it on her chest and arms.

ABBI

And I pour the milk like this on

me, and I rub it on me, it’s the

only thing that helps--

JEREMY

You can stop.

Abbi stops and sets the carton down.

ABBI

OK.

JEREMY

I was just playing along. Sorry for

teasing you.

ABBI

Who is that girl staying with you?

JEREMY

Oh, that’s my cousin.

(CONTINUED)
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ABBI

And she’s sick?

JEREMY

Not that I know of. Just ran a

marathon.

ABBI

Oh.

JEREMY

Is that OK?

ABBI

No, that’s great! It’s so awesome

when people are healthy.

JEREMY

You should come over tomorrow

evening for dinner. You can meet

her, you might like her.

ABBI

Really? Sure, that would be fun!

JEREMY

Alright, see you tomorrow. Good

luck with the hair!

He turns to leave.

ABBI

My hair?

She touches her hair.

JEREMY

The thing we’ve been--

ABBI

Oh, right, yeah.

JEREMY

Yep. See ya, Abbi.

He leaves. Abbi turns to the sink and vomits. Jeremy opens

the door and pops his head in.

JEREMY(CONT’D)

Did you just throw up?

Abbi does not turn around.

(CONTINUED)
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ABBI

(weakly)

No, that’s, that’s my ringtone. See

ya later.

CUT TO:

EXT. ILANA’S BLOCK - SIDEWALK - DAY

Ilana, Jaime and Lincoln approach the Stoop Guys.

The new woman walks past the Stoop Guys with boxes.

STOOP GUY 2

Damn, girl! You know with a body

like that you could make a priest

look twice.

The Stoop Guys all chime in and agree.

Ilana has her game face on. She looks at the woman and then

at the Stoop Guys. She turns to Jaime and Lincoln.

ILANA

Okay! Here it is, guys. Congrats,

you’ve made it to the big time.

Alright, don’t forget what we

practiced.

LINCOLN

Ilana, we didn’t really practice.

You just threw us out there into

the sick world of catcalling.

Ilana grabs Lincoln by the shoulders.

ILANA

Look at me. You’re going to be

great. Okay?

She brings Jaime into the huddle.

ILANA (CONT’D)

Both of you can do this. More

importantly... we can do it as a

team. Alright, it’s time.

JAIME

I personally know a little about a

lot, but I know that we can do

this.

(CONTINUED)
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LINCOLN

Please stop saying that.

Jaime takes deep breaths and prepares himself while Lincoln

looks on with concern.

Ilana cracks her neck a little and starts stretching.

ILANA

(intimidating)

Let’s do this, bitches.

END OF ACT TWO

CUT TO:

ACT THREE

EXT. MONTAGE - VARIOUS LOCATIONS - DAY

-People walk down a sidewalk.

-Street signs.

-A woman riding past on her bike.

EXT. ILANA’S BLOCK - SIDEWALK -SAME DAY

Ilana walks past the Stoop Guys and hums a tune.

Lincoln and Jaime appear out of nowhere and approach Ilana.

LINCOLN

That’s a nice ass you got there,

girl! Can I get a piece of that

pie?

Ilana pretends to be annoyed.

JAIME

Yeah, sexy, this sidewalk just got

a lot hotter now that you’re

standing on it!

Ilana stands with her back to the Stoop Guys. She turns

casually towards the Stoop Guys and realizes they’re not

paying any attention.

She signals for Jaime and Lincoln to continue.

ILANA

Alight guys, take it up just a

notch.

(CONTINUED)
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JAIME

(slightly shouting)

I want to fondle your big breasts

under the sunset, mami!

Ilana gives him her nod of approval. She looks at Lincoln.

LINCOLN

(struggling)

Girl, I wish I could bend you over

and...uh...

Lincoln stops and exhales.

LINCOLN

I can’t do this.

ILANA

What? Of course you can! Come on,

you want to bend me over and...

She looks back at the Stoop Guys who are now intrigued.

LINCOLN

Ilana, you’re not losing your spice

or spunk. You are gorgeous, funny

and caring. You’ve got the total

package. You don’t need these guys

catcalling you to feel special.

Ilana smiles and blushes. Jaime starts to tear up.

JAIME

I personally know a little about a

lot, but I would have to agree with

Lincoln on this, sweetie.

ILANA

You know what, you guys are

absolutely right! I mean I

shouldn’t just depend on someone

catcalling me to make me feel

special. I’m more than that.

The new woman on the block walks past Ilana and looks her up

and down.

WOMAN

Wow, that’s a nice ass.

Ilana turns towards the woman.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA

(flirtatiously)

Nice lips.

Ilana smiles, flattered.

LINCOLN

Ilana? What did we just talk about?

ILANA

What?! I do have a nice ass.

LINCOLN

Yeah, I guess I can’t argue with

that.

Ilana, Lincoln and Jaime walk down the sidewalk past the

Stoop Guys.

STOOP GUY 1

Yo, Ilana!

Ilana, Lincoln and Jaime all stop.

ILANA

Don’t even think about catcalling

me!

STOOP GUY 1

I wasn’t. You dropped your earring

the other day when you passed out.

Here it is.

He holds out an earring. Ilana looks embarrassed.

ILANA

Oh, right. Thanks.

CUT TO:

INT. ABBI’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - EVENING

Abbi, Ilana, Lincoln and Jaime sit around Abbi’s apartment,

smoking pot. Abbi has changed shirts.

JAIME

And that’s why I don’t have

shinbones.

LINCOLN

I was wondering about the shinbone

thing, and now that we got the

answers, I feel pretty good.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA

That’s a great story, Jaime!

JAIME

It’s taken a lot of courage to talk

about this.

ILANA

Today’s been a kickass day. I feel

good about myself.

JAIME

Me too.

LINCOLN

I feel pretty bad.

ABBI

I puked earlier.

Bevers walks in.

BEVERS

What a day! My family’s house just

burned down and I still don’t know

if my brothers are alive. Hard to

imagine this day could get more

annoying.

He steps on Abbi’s leg by accident and sits on a chair. A

crunch. He pulls out a pair of earbuds from underneath him.

BEVERS(CONT’D)

(screaming hysterically)

And I just sat on my earbuds!

Goddamn it!!

END OF ACT THREE

CUT TO:

CREDITS SEQUENCE

EXT. ILANA’S BUILDING - DAY

Ilana and Abbi sit on the stoop outside of Ilana’s building.

ABBI

I wonder how guys would feel if

they were catcalled.

(CONTINUED)
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ILANA

I feel like they would like it and

start catcalling back, causing them

to get aroused.

She pauses.

ILANA(CONT’D)

At least that’s what I would do if

I were a guy.

ABBI

Really? You’ve thought about this?

ILANA

Yeah, dude. I think about it all

the time.

ABBI

About guys getting catcalled?

ILANA

No, about being a guy and getting

aroused.

ABBI

Hmm.

A cute, young guy jogs past.

ILANA

Look at that nice piece of young

ass.

ABBI

I’d peg that ass!

ILANA

She’s not kiddin’!

The man glances at the two and jogs faster.

A sharply dressed mature man strolls past, talking on his

cellphone.

ABBI

Oh, I’d tap that. Tap that hard!

ILANA

You are ’Richard Gere from Pretty

Woman’ hot! Can I lick your

biceps?!

The guy looks back at the two and starts to cry.

(CONTINUED)
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ABBI

I was not expecting that.

ILANA

Nope.

An OLDER GUY with a cane walks by. Abbi and Ilana are

silent.

OLDER GUY

What’s the matta?! I’m not

catcalling material?

Abbi and Ilana look at each other and smile.

ABBI

You are wearing that cane!

ILANA

I’d walk you anywhere with legs

like those!

The older guy models for them.

OLDER GUY

(flirtatiously)

You like that?!

ILANA AND ABBI

Yaaaasssss!!

They both get up and dance around the older guy.

FADE OUT

END OF SHOW


